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Game ID:

System Name:

Game Type:

RTP:

Volatility:

Payout Mechanic:

Max Win Multiplier: 

Hit Frequency:

Min Bet:

Max Bet:

2001

StackingBison

Slot

94.00%

High

720 Ways

5,044 x bet

35.80%

€0.50

€50.00

Features

- Bison Respin Feature
- Free Spins

Game Info

Welcome to Stacking Bison, the first game in the Fine Edge Gaming series by SwinttStudios!
In this exciting game, you'll encounter a variety of animals, including the majestic Bison. The game 
is a 5x3-5 video slot with 720 ways to win, giving you plenty of opportunities to strike it lucky.

One of the key features of Stacking Bison is the Bison Respin Feature. To trigger this feature, you'll need 
to fill up the Bison symbol meter. When the meter reaches 36, the Bison Respin will be activated. During 
the respin, only high value symbols will appear on the reels, increasing your chances of landing a big win.

But that's not all, Stacking Bison also offers Free Spins. If you land three or more Free Spins Scatter 
symbols, you'll be awarded up to 15 Free Spins. During the Free Spins round, only high value symbols 
will appear on the reels, further increasing your chances of winning big.

With a maximum win of 5,044 x your bet, Stacking Bison is a game that offers plenty of excitement 
and the potential for huge rewards.

So why not give it a spin and see if you can stack up some wins with the Stacking Bison?

Stacking Bison

Bison Respin Feature

A Bison Collection Meter is provided in the base game. One or more Bison symbols appearing 
anywhere in the reels increase the Bison Collection count by 1. Once the Bison Collection Meter 
reached 36, it triggers the Bison Respin Feature.

During the Bison Respin Feature any 1 or all reels are randomly replaced with any one High Value 
Symbol in the entire reel. Respin offers only High Value symbols in the reels.

Free Spins

3, 4 and 5 scatter symbols trigger 5, 8 or 15 Free Spins respectively. During the Free Spins, only 
High Value Symbols appear in the reels. During each Free Spin, any 1 or more reels are randomly 
replaced with any one High Value Symbol in the entire reel.

FEATURES


